Theoretical Informaties and Applications
Abstract. We present a uniform and easy-to-use technique for deciding the équivalence problem for deterministic monadic linear recursive programs. The key idea is to reduce this problem to the wellknown group-theoretic problems by revealing an algebraic nature of program computations. We show that the équivalence problem for monadic linear recursive programs over finite and fixed alphabets of basic functions and logical conditions is decidable in polynomial time for the semantics based on the free monoids and free commutative monoids.
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Informally, the équivalence problem for programs is to find out whether two given programs have the same behavior. Taking various formalizations of the terms "program" and "behavior", we get numerous variants of this problem. Some variants of the équivalence problem are decidable [1, 3, 7, [11] [12] [13] 18, 20, 21, 24, 26] , There are also many cases when the équivalence problem was proved to be undecidable [4, 8, 13, [16] [17] [18] [19] . The study of the frontier between decidable and undecidable cases of the équivalence problem for models of computations is of fondamental interest in computer science, since it significantly influences both the theory and practice of programming. By tackling the équivalence problem we understand better the relationship between the syntactic and semantic components of computer programs and comprehend to what extent spécifie changes in the structure of program affect its behavior.
The decidability of the équivalence problem essentially dépends on the expressive power of computational model and the exact meaning of the term "the same behavior". When programs under considération are deterministic, it is assumed that two programs have the same behavior if for every valid input they output identical results (if any). The functional équivalence thus deflned is undecidable for the universal computational models whose program are capable to compute all recursive functions. At the same time it is decidable for the less powerful models such as Yanov's schemata [20, 26] , finite multi-tape and push-down deterministic automata [10, 23] , monadic functional schemata [1, 6] , and some others. Sometimes the frontier between the decidable and undecidable are rather subtle: by changing a bit the syntax of computational models, we jump from the decidable cases to the undecidable ones. Thus, the équivalence problem is decidable for deterministic multi-tape automata [10] , one counter automata [25] , and monadic recursive programs w.r.t. semantics based on free monoids of basic functions [1] , whereas it is undecidable for nondeterministic multi-tape automata [18] , multi-counter automata [11] , and for polyadic recursive programs [4] . In this paper we refine the decidability/undecidability frontier for the équivalence problem for monadic recursive programs w.r.t. some natural semantics based on the monoids of basic functions.
The concept of monadic recursive programs (MRPs) was introduced by de Bakker and Scott in [4] . They raised the décision problems for recursive programs and proved, using the results of Paterson [16] , that the équivalence problem for polyadic recursive programs is undecidable. The first decidability results for MRPs were obtained in [1, 6] . Garland and Luckham [6] proved the équivalence problem to be decidable for linear MRPs w.r.t. the semantics IA based on the free monoid of basic functions (built-in procedures). Ashcroft et al. [1] obtained a somewhat more gênerai resuit, establishing the decidability of the équivalence problem for free MRPs w.r.t. to the semantics lA CO n$t based on the free monoid of basic functions augmented with constants. Both proofs use techniques from formai language and automata théories; time complexity of the décision algorithms is exponential of program size. Sabelfeld [22] proposed a complete equational calculus for linear MRPs. Lisovik [14, 15] proved the decidability of the équivalence problem for meta-linear MRPs w.r.t. ZY const . He proposed an original technique, reducing the équivalence problem for MRPs to the solvability problem for linear Diophantine équations. Friedman [5] showed that the équivalence problem for MRPs w.r.t. Wconst is interreducible with the équivalence problem for deterministic pushdown automata. Recently the latter has been proved to be decidable [23] .
All these decidability results focus on the unique semantics Z^c ons t based on the free monoid augmented with constants and yield no resuit for équivalence w.r.t. other classes of interprétations [2] . The obtained décision algorithms have at least the exponential time complexity even when the signature of programs is finite and fixed. To overcome these difficulties and extend the decidability results we propose a uniform and simple technique for deciding the équivalence problem for linear MRP w.r.t. to the interprétations based on the length-preserving monoids of basic functions. The key idea is to reduce the équivalence problem for MRPs to some known algebraic problems (such as the identity problem for semigroups) by revealing the algebraic properties of program computations. When the corresponding algebraic. problems are efficiently decidable, this method yields polynomial-time décision procedures as a resuit. By applying our approach to some classes of program interprétations, we show that the équivalence problem for linear MRPs • w.r.t. semantics based on the free monoids and free commutative monoids is decidable in polinomial time.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we define the syntax and the semantics of monadic recursive programs (MRPs). To simplify notation we modify a little the original concept of MRP presented in [1, 4, 6 ]. It is assumed that the set of primitive relations used in programs is finite and fixed, therefore the internai structure of conditions is of no importance.
Eléments of V are called procedures', they stand for the names of recursive procedures defined in programs. A finite séquence of basic actions and procedures is called a term. The set of all terms over A U V is denoted by Term. As usual, we write \t\ for the length of a term t, and t\t2 for the concaténation of t\ and £2-The notation F G t is used to indicate that a procedure F occurs in t.
A définition of a procedure F is an expression D of the form
where Fo :
This program includes basic actions head(x), tail(x), plusl(x), minusl(x) and zero(x)
( 
In this program Fo,Fi are self-referenced terminated procedures, whereas F<z is a marginal procedure.
DYNAMIC FRAMES AND MODELS
The semantics of MRP is defined by means of dynamic Kripke structures (frames and models) (see [9] ).
A dynamic deterministic frame (or simply a frame) over alphabet A is a triple ƒ*= (£,s 0;J R), where
• S is a non-empty set of data states;
• SQ is the initial state, So E S; 
(a,R*(t,s)).
A state s" is said to be reachable from s f if s" = i£*(£,s') for some £ G A*. Dénote by [t]j? the state s = R*(t,so) reachable from the initial state by means of £. As usual, the subscript T will be omitted when the frame is understood. Since we will deal only with data states reachable from the initial state, it is assumed that every state s G S is reachable from the initial state $Q 7 
where 
LINEAR MRPs
A term t is said to be linear if it contains at most one occurrence of some 
. THE LENGTH-PRESERVING FRAMES
In this section we present a novel straightforward approach to the équivalence problem for linear MRPs w.r.t. some length-preserving semigroup frames. lts key idea is as follows. Given a frame T and a pair of MRPs TTI, TT2 we choose at first some spécifie semigroup W to encode all pairs of states (s',s"). Then, using this coding, we construct a graph structure F to represent all pairs-of runs r(7Ti, M), r(7T 2 , M) of TTI, n 2 on the models based on T. It will be proved that only a boundary fragment of r(7ri,7T2.) should be analyzed to check the équivalence of 7Ti and 7T2. Thus, the équivalence problem w.r.t. J 7 can be reduced to the identity problem "w f = w N l" on W. When the latter is decidable in polynomial time and W is a group then the équivalence problem for MRPs w.r.t. ÏF is decidable in polynomial time as well. Applying this technique, we demonstrate that the équivalence problem is decidable for the frames associated with the commutative monoids and it is decidable in polynomial time for the frames associated with the free monoids (the universal frames) and the free commutative monoids.
Given a semigroup frame T = (5, so,R) we consider F as a monoid and write T x T for the direct product of the monoids.
Suppose VF is a fmitely generated monoid, U is a submonoid of W, and w + , w* are the distinguished éléments in W. Dénote by o and e a binary opération on W and the unit of W respectively. The quadruple K = {W, U, w+,w*) is said to be a criterial systern for T if K and T meet the following requirements: (Rl) there exists a homomorphism ip of F x T in U such that 
To the end of the section we assume that T is a length-preserving frame, K -(W, C/, w + , w*) is a criterial System for J 7 , programs 71*1 and TT2 are normal linear MRPs having G 1 , G 2 as their goals, and F is graph structure for TTI and 7T2 defined above. . Since w ov ou ^ e holds for every element v in t/, we arrive at the conclusion tu" o tt" / e. Hence, z is a rejected node.
• Lemma 2.5. , ei),..., (c m , Cm) . In the former case X\ is a rejected node accessible from the root of F which we have to found. In the latter case two alternatives are possible. Since z^i = IÜ2J ^1 7^ ^2, eind ^'/ on'/ = e, we obtain, as a conséquence of (R2) in the définition of criterial System, w 2 ' ° w 2 ' ^ e. This means that z 2 is a rejected node.
In the case of u\ ~ u 2i w\ ^ w 2 the proof is analogous. D 
leading to a node z f = (A, À, t//, u'), and assume that for every i, Remark 2.11. We would like to emphasize that Theorem 2.10 guarantees the polynomial-time decidability of the équivalence problem w.r.t. T ONLY when the recursive procedures have définitions of the form (1). The concept of MRP introduced in [1, 4, 6] has somewhat different syntax. The MRPs considered in [1, 4, 6] can be translated (or, it is better to say, adapted) to the MRPs we deal with in this paper, but the size of the target MRP will be exponential of the size of the source one.
APPLICATIONS
The following examples demonstrate the capability of Theorems 2.7, 2.10. However, we still do not know if this problem can be decided in polynomial time.
Using our algebraic technique we obtain thus some new decidable cases of the équivalence problem for monadic recursive programs. Our approach to the designing of the efficient décision algorithms for the équivalence problem can be extended to the more gênerai classes of interprétations and MPRs.
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